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MFA Candidate’s Work to be Featured in LogoLounge

February 26, 2015

Master of Fine Arts Candidate Stephanie Arends Neal will have work featured in the ninth volume of LogoLounge. More than 22,000 logos were considered this year and only the top designs remained. Winning logos will be published in one of the best-selling graphic design book series in the world, which will be released by HOW/F+W Media, Inc in early 2016. The panel of international judges for this years competition included Kendrick Kidd of Shepherd Agency, Matt McCracken of Doublenaut, Sebastian Padilla of Anagrama, Ian Paget of LogoGeek, Tracy Sabin of Sabingrafik, Christopher Simmons of MINE, Matt Stevens of Design Office of Matt Stevens, and Alina Wheeler of Designing Brand Identity.
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